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Abstract
While the vast majority of training, education, and leader development experiences for military 
officers are related to operations overseas, civil support operations are conducted in a radically 
different environment. This article reports on an exploratory study on how senior military 
leaders perceive leadership during a crisis-disaster response in the U.S. Homeland, and the 
developmental experiences and activities they believe support effective leadership during highly 
complex civil support  operations. Using a qualitative, grounded theory approach, I collected 
data through semi-structured interviews of senior National Guard officers who had led complex 
crisis-disaster response operations. This study resulted in proposed theoretical models identifying 
key competencies for senior military leadership in domestic operations, along with essential 
contributors to effectiveness. These models can assist in the development of senior military 
officers for leadership in civil-support operations and may be applicable to leadership in civilian 
response organizations, resulting in more effective disaster responses. Portions of this article are 
excerpted from the author's Ph.D. dissertation.
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Introduction
During most large-scale disaster responses in the United States, military forces are required 
to support civil authorities. During large-scale disasters, the Department of Defense (DOD) 
supplements the resources and efforts of other government agencies1 with National Guard 
forces operating under the authority of the governor.2 Although many military tasks such as 
providing security, engineering, aviation, and logistical support may be common to those 
performed overseas, they are executed under very different conditions. Domestic operations, 
or DOMOPS are performed in the U.S. Homeland under local, state, and federal law.3 Disaster 
responses in the United States also receive intense media scrutiny and are also subject to 
ubiquitous social-media coverage. Most importantly, civil authorities are in charge, with 
military forces in support. In the U.S. military, the vast majority of training, education, and 
operational experience is focused on operating overseas in a continuum ranging from military 
engagement and security cooperation with other nations to major campaigns involving 
combat.4 However, three key factors related to DOMOPS suggest that this may be insufficient for 
preparing senior military officers for large-scale, highly complex civil-support operations. First, 
military organizations inherently and traditionally follow clear, strong hierarchical frameworks 
that may not optimally lend themselves to support multi-level, inter-agency, and cross-boundary 
collaboration5 inherent in DOMOPS. Second, military leaders spend their formative years in a 
“take charge” culture, but attempting to make unilateral decisions during a disaster response can 
upset the balance between civil authority, the private sector, and the military.6 Finally, because 
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civilian authorities are in charge and a myriad of other local, state and federal agencies along 
with nongovernmental organizations are working collaboratively at local, state, and federal levels, 
DOMOPS require a greater emphasis on unified action, or the integration of military operations 
with other government and nongovernmental entities to achieve unity of effort.7 

This article reports on a study of senior military leadership in civil-support operations. This 
exploratory study was designed around two major research questions. First, what makes the task of 
senior military leadership during highly complex civil support operations different from other military 
contexts?  And second, what career experiences contribute to the development of the ability of 
senior military leaders to exercise judgment during highly complex civil support operations?

It is important to clarify the meaning and role of military leadership during DOMOPS. While civilian 
authorities are in charge, setting the objectives of the response, military forces remain under 
a military chain of command. In other words, military leaders lead by exercising command and 
control of their forces under the overall direction and leadership of civilian authorities.

This article begins with a review of the literature that was used to develop the theoretical 
propositions for this study. As will be discussed in more detail, I collected data using multiple 
semi-structured interviews of senior National Guard officers who have led complex crisis-
disaster response operations, and used the analysis of  these interviews to create   theoretical 
models suggesting seven key competencies required for senior military leadership in DOMOPS, 
and to identify essential contributors to developing these competencies. The results of this 
study can be used to inform and improve the professional development of officers to lead 
military forces in civil-support operations and may also contribute to the development of 
emergency managers and first responders, ultimately resulting in more effective responses to 
save lives, mitigate suffering and minimize property loss and damage.

Background and Literature Review
Nature of Crisis-Disasters
Although the terms “disaster” and “crisis” are sometimes used together or interchangeably 
in the literature, they are not synonymous. For the purposes of this study, crisis-disasters are 
unprecedented situations creating conditions that stress or overwhelm  existing response 
processes and structures.  According to Howitt and Leonard, the defining feature is the presence 
of novelty, due to rarity, scale, or a combination of interacting events that invalidate normal 
means of response.8 Although a similar situation may have occurred in another time or place, it 
is an unprecedented and novel experience from the perspective of the responding organization 
or affected jurisdiction.9 Routine emergencies occur relatively frequently and standing 
processes, structures, and capabilities can be applied or “adapted at the margins.”10 The 
presence of novelty, however, may invalidate routine approaches, and responders must quickly 
improvise to address unanticipated aspects of the emergency.11 
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Novelty is a result of dynamic phenomena that influence leaders, organizations, and their 
constituents during a crisis-disaster. Pfeifer notes that these include the obvious physical 
conditions and damage caused by extreme weather or violence, but also include operational 
factors such as capabilities not being available, a shortage of capacity, or the inability to deliver 
resources to where they need to be. Additionally, the stress of the crisis creates psychological 
and cognitive forces that can limit the ability of responders to adapt to unfolding events as well 
as interpersonal and social factors that may hinder the integration of information. Finally, all 
disasters are to some degree political, with various levels of government, agencies, response 
organizations and elected officials pursuing different perspectives, agendas, and priorities. 12

Figure 1 is a disaster-lifecycle model informed by the work of Prewitt and Weil. The horizontal 
axis represents time, as organizations transition through preparation, the onset of the 
emergency, and the adaptive phase.13 Because disasters have an unknown or very low 
probability of occurring, the general attitude toward preparedness is complacency, and modest 
levels of preparation can also mistakenly create a false sense of preparedness.14 When a crisis 
occurs, the most important leader task in the emergency phase is to mitigate the threat and 
reduce disequilibrium to a safe level.15 James et al. state that leaders must help organizations 
adjust in the adaptive phase to the “new normal” as well as learn from the event, as crises often 
create opportunities for adaptive organizational learning.16 

Figure 1 – Disaster Lifecycle Model

The vertical axis of Figure 1 represents disequilibrium resulting from the level of stress affecting 
the organization.17 One way of conceptualizing the effect of disequilibrium is by aligning the 
situational categories of the Cynefin framework18 along this continuum. The Cynefin framework, 
developed by Kurtz and Snowden, is considered relevant to leader judgment in both emergency 
management19 and military operations,20 as sensing and decision-making follow different 
processes in each category. In known situations, cause-and-effect relationships are empirical, 
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linear, and indisputable, so leaders can sense, categorize, and then respond with a previously 
defined model such as a standard operating procedure or best practice. Knowable situations are 
those in which cause-and-effect relationships are less clear, but can be discerned through the 
application of time, resources, and expert opinion. Although these emergencies involve “known 
unknowns,” time, resources, and expert opinion can allow leaders to assess the situation. The 
decision model is to sense, analyze, and then respond.21 

However, it is the “un-ordered” domains of complexity and chaos created by large scale, novel 
incidents that are the focus of this study. Complex situations create many interacting causes and 
effects, but the number of actors and relationships defies the use of categorization techniques. 

In complex situations, Kurtz and Snowden state that leaders must first probe to make sense, 
then analyze, decide, and act – stabilizing desired patterns, destabilizing undesired ones, and 
“seeding the space so that patterns we want are more likely to emerge.”22 

Chaos is a state beyond the experience of an organization. No cause-and-effect relationships are 
perceivable, so sense-making cannot be analytical because there are no available concepts to 
analyze.23 Adams and Stewart note that breakdowns in equilibrium trigger a collapse in sense-
making as “organizations realize that the available forms of understanding the crisis do not aptly 
apply to the uniqueness of the current event.”24 Chaotic systems are turbulent, but there is no 
time to wait for patterns to emerge. The decision model, according to Kurtz and Snowden, is to 
act, sense, and respond.25 

Military Framework for Crisis- 
Disaster Response
The National Response Framework (NRF), along with the National Incident Management 
System (NIMS) and the Incident Command System (ICS), provides the foundational framework 
for disaster response in the United States. The NRF is intended to be “scalable, flexible, and 
adaptable,” and can be implemented either fully or partially, depending on the incident. 26 It 
also aligns key roles and responsibilities. For large-scale disasters, the Department of Defense 
(DOD) supplements the resources and efforts of other government agencies in support of local, 
state, nongovernmental entity and private sector efforts.27 Under the authority of the Secretary 
of Defense, DOD assets “may be committed when requested by another federal agency and 
approved by the Secretary of Defense or when directed by the President.” 28 Operational 
coordination and employment of DoD forces in the United States and its territories is normally 
led by U.S. Northern Command, except for Hawaii and the Pacific island territories, where it is 
headed by U.S. Pacific Command.29

Military forces can provide DOMOPS in two forms. Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA) 
is provided by federal military forces, DOD civilians, contract personnel, or other assets, 
and National Guard forces in Title 32 or Title 10 status, in response to a request from civil 
authorities for domestic emergencies, law enforcement support, or other domestic activities.30 
National Guard Civil Support (NGCS) is “support provided by the National Guard of the several 
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states while in state active duty (SAD) or Title 32 duty status to civil authorities for domestic 
emergencies, and for designated law enforcement and other activities.”31 Under the authority of 
the Governor, National Guard forces can be employed in response to domestic incidents.32 State 
adjutant generals (TAGs ) are responsible for collaborating with National Guard Bureau (NGB) 
and other TAGs to “identify support requirements and synchronize capabilities”33 but there is no 
command relationship between states and NGB.

During the response to Hurricane Katrina in 2005, over 54,000 National Guardsmen performed 
NGCS and over 20,000 Title 10 personnel conducted DSCA. According to Schumacher, these 
capabilities were coordinated through several chains of command, leading to duplication of effort, 
failure to gain a common operating picture, and other shortcomings. In response, the concept 
of Dual Status Commander (DSC), which had been successfully used for planned events such as 
political conventions and major sporting events, was adopted as the usual and customary means 
of command and control for military forces during a domestic disaster response.34 A DSC is a 
commissioned officer of the Regular Army or Air Force or a federally recognized National Guard 
officer authorized by the Secretary of Defense, with the consent of the state governor, to operate 
simultaneously  under federal and state chains of command. In other words, the DSC acts in either 
a state or federal capacity, giving or relaying orders from the federal chain of command to federal 
military forces or from the state chain of command to state military forces.35 

Except under extraordinary circumstances, the U.S. military is always in support of other 
government departments or agencies.36 Thus in DOMOPS, senior military leaders must 
simultaneously maintain unity of command, with military forces “under a single responsible 
commander who has the requisite authority to direct and employ those forces in pursuit of a 
common purpose” while also facilitating unity of effort, or the “coordination and cooperation 
toward common objectives, even if the participants are not necessarily part of the same command 
or organization.”37 Uhr warns that this can generate a paradox “when a leader within one 
organization at the same time has to be a collaborator in a heterogeneous societal context.”38 

Judgment: Sensemaking and Decisionmaking 

Sense-making and decision-making are, according to Hadley et al., the “two core behaviors 
that are critical for effective crisis leadership,” and crisis leaders must perform both tasks 
“under tremendous psychological and physical demands.”39 Boin et al. describe sense-making 
as “collecting and processing information” to understand what is going on.40 In sense-making, 
leaders create a cognitive structure for understanding and responding to change events. 
Howitt and Leonard warn that emergent crises, which in the initial stages resemble routine 
emergencies, pose special challenges for sense-making in terms of recognizing novelty.41 In 
novel situations, experience may offer no guidance, or, as Boin and Renaud suggest, even 
misguidance.42 Sense-making reduces stress, clarifies causes and goals, and provides a basis for 
integrating action among multiple parties. According to Mumford et al., sense-making is not a 
solution in itself, but it develops a cognitive model for understanding the problem.43   
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Decision making, according to Boin et al., involves “making critical calls” and “orchestrating a 
coherent response to implement those decisions.”44 As Higgins and Freedman state, the most 
critical activity during crises is deciding what to do next,45 which is not easy due to the high 
consequences, presence of dilemmas, need to place others in harm’s way or to reallocate 
scarce, critical resources, and the uncertainty of the issues.46 Leaders must recognize strategic 
inflection points, described by Tichy and Bennis as “moments when fundamental changes 
are occurring” to “act swiftly and decisively.”47 Klein notes that a wait-and-see approach “can 
disengage people and create a passive, lazy stance” and “make people slaves to the flow of 
information” and encourage “organizations to impose bureaucratic procedures for collecting 
and sorting data instead of helping people engage in anticipatory thinking.”48 Often the ‘most-
worst’ outcome is the failure to act,” since, according to Alison et al., “more is missed by not 
doing than not knowing.”49 

Scholarly literature suggests that together, sense-making and decision-making constitute 
judgment, as they are interrelated, begin immediately during a disaster response, and 
continually reoccur throughout the response, informing pre-crisis preparation as well as 
meaning making, accountability and learning. Judgment is, according to Tichy and Bennis, a 
process, and leader success depends upon management of the process, “not just the single 
moment when a decision is made.”50 

Leaders exercise judgment based on  facts and logic, but also use intuition and emotion. 
According to Pfeifer, emergency responders combine quick intuition with knowledge and 
experience in order to adapt to changing situations.51 Intuition reflects experiences, and as 
Klein notes, is “sensitive to context and nuance, letting us read situations and also read other 
people.”52 Intuition that is “well-honed and informed by experience” can, according to Useem 
et al., improve decision-making under stress.53 Shotter and Tsoukas note that emotions shape 
judgment through the mood of the situation, that “draws out affective responses on the part 
of the actor.”54 Emotional attunement indicates to us what matters, and a sense of anxiety may 
indicate, as Vogus et al. suggest, the “need to reconsider and revise our understandings.”55 

According to Steigenberger, stress from time pressure, ethically challenged or high-stakes 
decisions, high workload or physical danger is substantially higher in disaster-relief operations 
than routine management activities.56 Hale et al. note that a little stress can provide focus, but 
that high stress can “impede decision-making through decision-making rigidity, diminished 
tolerance for ambiguity, and increased rate of error.”57 While under stress, crisis managers 
may seek out information that corroborates their thinking while ignoring information that 
contradicts it, according to Boin et al.58 Stress also hinders the ability to gain and sustain 
situational awareness in complex environments, and causes decision makers to be reactive 
versus forward-looking and to overlook small clues. Stress and anxiety can also lead to 
constrictive controlling behaviors, a reduced ability to communicate, and decision paralysis.59 
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Leadership Style 
Crisis emergencies require adaptive leadership for two basic reasons. First, as Hannah et al. 
suggest, adaptive leaders operate more effectively in rapidly changing environments and 
what constitutes effective leadership will vary over the stages of preparation, response, and 
recovery.60 Second, according to Uhl-Bien and Marion, leadership shifts from person to person 
according to task needs and the emotional states of groups.61 

Transformational leadership is positively related to value congruence, which can strengthen 
leader-follower relationships.62 However, during a disaster response, a more direct, 
transactional leadership style may be more in line with follower expectations as well as the 
public.63 Despite being in many ways opposite, Canton notes that both leadership styles may 
both be appropriate. For example, leaders conducting pre-disaster planning may possess 
limited authority to compel external stakeholders to participate, requiring a more persuasive, 
collaborative form of leadership. However, during the execution of the response, authority 
relationships often change to allow and require leaders to be more directive.64  

While the expectation is that leaders take charge and provide clear direction during a crisis, Boin 
and t’ Hart point out that in reality, “crisis operations are multiorganizational, trans-jurisdictional, 
polycentric response networks”65 composed of many organizations whose representatives see the 
world differently. Effective collaborative networks possess the flexibility, innovative capacity, and 
efficiency that, according to Weber and Khademian, “enable participants to accomplish something 
collectively that could not be accomplished individually.”66 Although collaborative processes may 
be slower than individual decision-making, Rasio and Lundstrom suggest that in the end they may 
be quicker, in that failure from authoritative strategies often precedes collaboration.67

Delegating decision-making authority can be  effective for  coping with time pressure, feedback 
delay, and complexity, but it is rarely employed spontaneously, and while under pressure decision-
makers may be even more reluctant to cede control.68 Centralized coordination and decision-
making can support development of a common operating picture and resource deployment but 
can also create information and coordination bottlenecks.69 Conversely, decentralization can limit 
some problems but it can also hinder unified action. Therefore, as Boin et al. point out, strategic 
leaders must identify and withhold the critical decisions that they alone are capable of making.70 

Leader Development 

Military leader development, according to Wong et al., is a continuous, progressive, career-long 
process intended to increase a leader’s knowledge, skills, and abilities through experience in 
operational assignments, formal training and education, and self-development.71 In this sense, 
military leader development is quite similar to that of most civilian professions. However, unlike 
many other professions, the armed forces do not bring in senior leaders from the outside. 
Moreover, as Day et al. point out, few if any other professions expect their employees to take 
the lives of others or to sacrifice their own lives as part of the job.72
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Most leadership development occurs through on-the-job experience as an individual integrates the 
experience of increasingly complex situations. 73 Experiences and skills acquired through practical 
exposure help develop routines that enable performance under pressure,74 and can enhance 
interpersonal skills by allowing individuals to experiment with various ways of influence, working 
with people from diverse backgrounds and in contexts for which they have no direct authority.75 

Leader training and education, as noted by DeRue and Wellman, can accelerate the process 
of learning from experience.76 For example, participation in disaster response training and 
exercises provides a means for developing skills and decision-making, as well as opportunities 
to work with and learn from other organizations. It exposes participants to their expected 
roles and duties as part of the response plan. Steigenberger suggests that exercises also foster 
professional relationships and allow for the evaluation and refinement of plans.77   

Self-development is, according to Reichard et al.,  “a self-directed process where leaders initiate, 
monitor and evaluate their own leader development instead of relying on the organization to 
construct a plan for them.”78 Boyce et al. describe self-development as the “third avenue of 
leader development.”79 It is a personal responsibility, with individuals being largely responsible 
for their own personal growth and in seeking out developmental opportunities.  

General leader efficacy is likely to be a potential contributor to crisis leader efficacy, although, 
as noted by Hadley et al.,  it may not guarantee that a successful leader during normal times 
will be able to competently exercise judgment under crisis conditions. One strong indicator of 
crisis leadership efficacy is a learning goal orientation, as individuals with high learning goal 
orientations will be better equipped to acquire skills and will be less likely to see mistakes as 
threats or to withdraw in the face of adversity. Specific experiences that contribute to crisis- 
leadership efficacy include managing a wide span of control and past experience with crises, to 
include the formal authority to lead. Participation in exercises and the development of response 
plans likely increases crisis leadership efficacy.80  

In summary, the literature suggests the following knowledge, skills, and traits are conducive to 
crisis-disaster leadership:

• Past experience with crises
• Professional relationships developed during planning and exercises
• Exposure to working with people from diverse backgrounds
• Experience managing a wide span of control
• Ability to handle stress and perform under pressure
• Adaptivity and Flexibility
• Collaborative leadership skills
• Willingness to delegate
• Learning goal orientation
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Theoretical Propositions
Several theoretical propositions based on the literature review informed the researcher’s 
approach to this study. First, during chaotic or highly complex civil support operations, senior 
military leaders and their followers are likely to experience episodes that can overwhelm the 
organization’s sense-making capabilities and require senior leaders to take active measures 
to reduce disequilibrium. Second, decisions are not made in a singular point in time, nor does 
sense-making end when a particular decision is made, but sense-making and decision-making 
is a single iterative process. Third, senior military leaders are challenged by the processes of 
simultaneously exercising unity of command over military forces and working to achieve unity 
of effort among collaborative partners. Fourth, the physical, psychological, operational, political, 
and interpersonal/social factors inherent in crisis-disasters combine to challenge sense-making, 
to include joint sense-making in collaborative contexts. 

Propositions Five, Six and Seven are related to judgment calls made under extreme pressure. 
Proposition Five posits that senior military leaders sometimes make judgment calls that 
violate established rules, procedures, and norms to deal with novel, time-sensitive decisions. 
Similarly, Proposition Six suggests that management by discovery, as described by Klein,81 rather 
than waiting for goal clarity is a viable strategy, particularly in chaotic contexts. Seven, senior 
military leaders are likely required to  work actively to overcome decision paralysis and decision 
avoidance during joint sense-making and decision-making. 

Propositions Eight and Nine are primarily related to leader development. Proposition Eight 
suggests that executive leaders, upon reflection, will likely be able to identify developmental 
experiences that assisted in their ability to lead in crisis-disasters. Similarly, Proposition Nine 
posits senior military leaders can identify specific contributions to their confidence and 
willingness to lead. 

Methodology
Data for this study came from individual semi-structured interviews with seven (7) current and 
former senior National Guard officers who had performed in a senior role (pay grade of O-6 or 
above) during one or more highly complex civil-support operations between September 2005 
through December 2017. A non-random sampling strategy was used to generate situational and 
geographic heterogeneity. The seven participants led a total of ten (10) disaster responses. Of 
these responses, five (5) were the result of major hurricanes and three (3) were in response to 
other severe weather events. The remaining two (2) were “manmade disasters” in metropolitan 
areas – a major civil disturbance and a terrorist attack. 

Interview questions were derived from the theoretical propositions and were focused on 
the participants’ direct experiences in support of civil authorities during the actual disaster 
response, as well as any previous operational assignments, training, education, or other 
experiences that they believed contributed to their performance and confidence to lead. 
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Interviews were conducted one-on-one, with the stream of questions being fluid to generate 
in-depth personal accounts, explore issues in detail, understand context, and to facilitate 
understanding of complex issues. A list of interview questions is provided at Appendix A.

A shortcoming of this approach is that the relatively small sample size does not support 
confident generalizations. However, as this study was exploratory in nature, it is hoped that it 
will serve as a departure point for broader research. 

Discussion of Findings
This section begins with a discussion of the study’s theoretical propositions based on a synthesis 
of the study’s data and the reviewed literature and links this discussion to the two main 
research questions for this study. In turn, this informs the development of  proposed systematic 
exploratory theoretical frameworks based on the main research questions that identify 
leadership competencies required for senior military leadership in domestic operations, and the 
essential inputs for the development of these competencies. 

Theoretical Propositions
Proposition 1: During chaotic or highly complex civil-support operations, senior military 
leaders and their followers are likely to experience episodes that can overwhelm the 
organization’s sense-making capabilities and require senior leaders to take active measures 
to reduce disequilibrium. None of the participants reported any instances in which they were 
personally overwhelmed to the point that their ability to exercise judgment appeared to 
collapse. However, five (5) participants reported instances in which subordinates or unified 
action partners lost composure due to the pace and intensity of information flow, became 
fatigued to the point of being ineffective, or were temporarily overcome by a sudden mission 
change. In response to these situations, participants reported several ways in which they or 
other military leaders attempted to help those affected regain their equilibrium by providing 
perspective and reassurance based on their experiences in other disasters, coaching and 
mentoring, and detailing military leaders to assist civilian emergency management personnel in 
getting organized. One participant described this process as “adding leadership.”

Data from this study instead suggest that senior military leaders may, through career 
experiences, develop some resistance to disequilibrium. Military training and experience may 
also inoculate leaders to stress to some degree, and skills in maintaining situational awareness 
may support confidence in exercising judgment in ambiguous situations. 
 
Proposition 2: Senior military leader sense-making and decision-making during a disaster 
response is a combined, iterative, and non-linear process. Three (3) participants stressed the 
importance of familiarity and reliance on the Military Decision-making Process (MDMP), an 
iterative planning methodology to understand the situation and mission, develop a course of 
action, and produce an operation plan or order.82 One participant emphasized how he believes 
professional military education (PME) instills disciplined decision-making skills into military 
officers: “I can’t oversell . . . all the military decision-making process schools we went through.” 
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Another participant agreed, noting how the “Military Decision-Making Process becomes 
ingrained in you” and how it fits the DOMOPS environment: “No one is shooting at you, but it 
might potentially be a very fluid operation, so you need to be able to make decisions quickly.” A 
third participant stressed the importance of a “good operations order that lets everybody know 
what you expect of them.” 
 
Proposition 3: Senior military leaders are challenged by the processes of simultaneously 
exercising unity of command over military forces and working to achieve unity of effort among 
collaborative partners. While two (2) participants admitted to being more “comfortable” in 
contexts where unity of command was paramount, simultaneously exercising unity of command 
while facilitating unity of effort did not appear to “challenge” any of the participants. 

One participant used a pyramid analogy to illustrate the difference between unity of command 
and unity of effort, describing unity of command as “a big pyramid with one person in charge 
at the top, and the bulk of the force down at the bottom doing all the good work,” admitting 
that he was “very comfortable in that environment,” which is “streamlined – who’s in charge, 
who’s responsible, to get the information, get the tasking and then give the orders to execute.” 
Conversely, unity of effort involves “flipping this organization upside down – this big pyramid,” 
where the “focus is to get people who do not work for each other to work together” with the 
ultimate goal “to make your elected leaders and your emergency managers be as successful as 
you can in helping them get the mission done.” 

All seven (7) participants indicated that unity of effort is optimally established through building 
relationships with leaders of external partner organizations prior to the incident.  As one 
participant stated, relationships make collaboration “really easy because of the familiarity we 
have with each other.” While some relationships were fostered over years of collaboration, 
in other instances leaders were required to develop relationships quickly. One participant 
described how, coming from out of state, he leveraged existing relationships with in-state 
National Guard leaders to collaborate more effectively. 

Four (4) participants reported maintaining the military chain of command while emphasizing to 
subordinate leaders the importance of being responsive to the needs of local civilian leaders, 
operating somewhere within the continuum of maintaining total tactical control and completely 
ceding it to civilian responders. One participant stated that “part of the guidance we give them 
is look, you’re really working for the local political leadership.” Participants described several 
ways of mitigating the risk of sharing control, to include well-defined missions and guidance 
framed to allow commanders on the ground to use disciplined initiative.  

Three (3) participants discussed how military leaders can manage expectations during pre-
planning and development of a well-defined military mission. They also described how much of 
this was accomplished during routine exercises, rehearsals, and pre-disaster coordination. 
 
Proposition 4: Physical, psychological, operational, political, and interpersonal/ social factors 
inherent in crisis-disasters create challenges to joint sense-making. Participants identified 
factors in all five categories of crisis forces identified by Pfeifer83 that impacted their individual 
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sense-making as well as those of their subordinate leaders or collaborative partners. Five (5) 
participants discussed how the physical damage injected novelty and affected their ability to 
respond. Two (2) discussed how physical damage generated operational factors that injected 
novelty into the situation, creating second-order psychological (five participants), interpersonal/
social (seven participants) or political factors (six participants) that in turn affected sense-
making and decision-making. This relationship is depicted in Figure 2.

As discussed under Proposition 1, none (0) of the participants reported any instances in 
which they were personally overcome by stress of a crisis but described ways they added 
leadership to help others regain equilibrium. The primary interpersonal/social factor discussed 
by participants was the importance of relationships. Six (6) participants related how they had 
established relationships through decades of training, exercises, and actual disaster responses 
with interagency partners, elected officials, and other military leaders that enabled them to 
effectively collaborate. The remaining participant discussed his deliberate efforts in developing 
relationships during the months prior to the response he led. 

Figure 2  – Effect of Crisis Forces on Sense-making and Decision-making

Four (4) participants discussed strategic messaging as a political factor, and they understood this as 
being primarily the responsibility of civilian political leadership, with the military in support. Another 
political factor discussed by three (3) participants was the “political calculus” that governors must 
consider. One (1) participant noted how it is relatively easy to bring the military in to support local 
civilian authorities, but often hard to get them released, as local and county officials enjoy having a 
“workforce” available. Conversely, two (2) participants warned that too much recovery accomplished 
by the military or other government agencies could mean less paying work for the private sector.

Proposition 5: Senior military leaders sometimes make judgment calls to deal with novel, 
time-sensitive decisions that violate established rules, procedures, and norms. Four (4) 
participants noted instances where they or leaders of other response organizations either broke 
or ignored rules, procedures, and norms to deal with novel, urgent situations. As depicted 
in Figure 3, these decisions ranged from being merely counterintuitive to legally debatable, 
entailing various levels of risk of media criticism, being relieved, or even legal consequences. 
However, participants believed these risks necessary and acceptable to save lives and property 
or to protect members of the response organization. 
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Figure 3 – Violations of Rules and Norms to deal with Novelty

One (1) participant described how firefighters allowed buildings to burn, believing attempting 
to fight the fires would place fire service personnel at risk of being harmed by demonstrators, 
in turn requiring a police response that would incite further violence. During this same 
response National Guard leaders, rather than dictating a protective posture (body armor, 
helmets, and carrying rifles), allowed commanders at the street level to determine the uniform 
and gear required at their respective checkpoints based on the local situation. Although this 
entailed some physical risk to soldiers, the participant believed it deescalated tensions by 
“demilitarizing” their appearance. Conversely, one (1) participant took the opposite approach by 
increasing his soldiers’ protective posture in response to some members in a group of displaced 
citizens becoming aggressive toward Guardsmen. 

Three (3) participants also reported several examples in which they stretched their authority 
to respond to novelty. One participant, who wanted his soldiers to be armed while assisting 
uniformed police, began distributing weapons and ammunition before receiving official 
permission from state authorities. Another reported using “strong language” with an official 
from an advocacy group for private-sector employees who was demanding special security 
before they began work. Perhaps the most extreme instance was related by a participant who 
had finally received food and water for evacuees after several days’ delay, but with no way to 
unload the trucks:  

“And so, I sent my recon element out and said go find me some damn forklifts. And they 
went down behind [location redacted] and there were like 50 forklifts that were locked up . 
. . And I told them break off the locks, I don’t care what you do, get those things running . . . 
Did I break the law?  Probably so. Did it help us keep people with water and food?  Yes. But 
I know there were a lot of people that when we did that looking at me and going ‘what are 
you doing?’”
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Proposition 6: Management by discovery rather than waiting for goal clarity is a viable 
strategy for chaotic or highly complex contexts. Although data from this study was insufficient 
to fully address this proposition, three (3) participants did relate how they were compelled to 
innovate in the face of novel problems and ill-matched capabilities. This sometimes involved 
leveraging expert knowledge from within the organization or from a collaborative partner. They 
also reported how leaders at the lowest levels of the response would develop local, innovative 
procedures to performing tasks that would make their work less labor intensive and provide 
for a more efficient delivery of resources. Examples included organizing fuel distribution points 
to accommodate both cars and walk-up customers and using a fire-brigade method to move 
supplies up multiple flights of stairs. Conversely, participants discussed having to resort to 
labor intensive methods such as unloading planes by hand due to lack of equipment, or using 
messengers when communications were inoperable.  

One (1) participant recalled several instances in which he and his staff developed innovative 
approaches to solving problems. For example, when the governor ordered a military police 
cordon for a large neighborhood, the participant instead partnered with local police chiefs and 
developed a system of barriers and unarmed troops with a small number of police officers in 
support. This solution leveraged local knowledge84  and also preserved the limited number of 
military police available for other duties.

Proposition 7: During highly complex DSCA operations, senior military leaders are likely 
required to work actively to overcome decision paralysis and decision avoidance during joint 
sense-making and decision-making. While acknowledging some impacts of psychological and 
cognitive factors, none (0) of the participants reported any instance of decision avoidance.  
However, all participants (7) identified several tools and techniques adapted from overseas 
operations that were built into their civil-support responses to assist decision makers in 
responding to novelty, along with use of the MDMP as a model for disciplined sense-making and 
decision-making.

Proposition 8: Senior military leaders, upon reflection, will likely be able to identify 
developmental experiences that assisted in their ability to lead in crisis-disasters. The data 
confirm the importance of operational DOMOPS experience at multiple echelons, but also 
identify the importance of other developmental opportunities that leaders believe contributed 
to their effectiveness. 

Participation in actual DOMOPS responses provided seminal experiences that shaped 
participants’ performance as senior military leaders within this context. Six (6) participants 
described involvement in civil-support operations over multiple decades. Experience at various 
levels and in different duty positions was considered important. As summarized by one of the 
more experienced participants: “years of handling and being involved in hurricane responses 
. . . gave me the ability to experience it from different areas and at different levels and with 
different responsibilities.” 
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Participants discussed several ways in which their past DOMOPS experiences improved their 
effectiveness as senior military leaders in a domestic response. Six (6) participants indicated that 
experiences at lower echelons provided perspective, enabling participants to better understand 
issues that subordinate leaders would be dealing with, allowing them to frame orders and 
guidance more effectively. Experience also provided better understanding of how collaborative 
partners planned and operated. One participant described participating annually in “briefings 
and meeting with various senior leaders that would be part of the state’s overall response,” 
while another credited “consistent training and coordination with the incident command 
system, from the highest to the lowest levels throughout the state.” Experiences from previous 
disaster responses enabled senior military leaders to provide a steadying presence to less 
experienced leaders, to include elected officials, reassuring them that response efforts would 
lead to improved conditions. One participant, whose first experience in hurricane response was 
as a “young captain,” stated that this initial experience taught him the lesson that “all disasters 
are local, and you have to really pay attention to local leadership.” Another described his first 
tornado response as a “young captain” in his hometown: “we went out, we were going to fix 
everything. Well, you find out really quick you’re not supposed to be out there doing that.” 

The specific term “local knowledge,” or knowledge produced in a particular setting through 
practice or occupation,85 was not used by any of the participants. However, data provided by 
all seven (7) participants indicate that senior military leaders rely on a broad but often tacit 
familiarity with geographical details (7), political dynamics (5), or economic (3) and social 
(3) nuances of states and regions, along with working knowledge of local and state disaster 
response plans and capabilities (4). Study data suggest that local knowledge is normally 
developed through career-long involvement through response operations, training, and 
exercises. One participant’s comments capture the essence of local knowledge: 

“You have to fully understand all the emergency response plans that are in effect for your 
state, be familiar with the key people . . . I would never assume to go to another state and 
just walk in the door and be a dual status commander because I have no idea how their 
emergency management programs work.”

All seven (7) participants described how their experience emphasized the importance of 
building external relationships to ensure unity of effort, usually over time through participation 
in planning, exercises, and actual response operations. Although both overseas and DOMOPS 
require balancing unity of command and unity of effort, the data suggest that, for senior 
military leaders, more emphasis is necessary in domestic contexts because the military is in 
support. Relationships also facilitated understanding of partner needs and served as the basis 
for individual and organizational trust. 

As for DOMOPS education, participants discussed United States Northern Command’s 
(USNORTHCOM) Joint Task Force Commander’s Course and Dual Status Commander Orientation 
Course (DSCOC) as providing critical information as to authorities and complex reporting chains 
associated with dual-status command. Most participants also mentioned Incident Command 
System (ICS) courses offered by FEMA as important for understanding how to interface with 
civilian response organizations under NIMS. All seven (7) participants at some point compared 
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or contrasted their experiences with others. Three (3) participants specifically noted how 
training courses conducted by USNORTHCOM and others include professional discussion of past 
disaster responses as part of the curriculum. These discussions offered insights from peers who 
had led crisis-disaster responses.

Because highly complex disaster responses are fortunately rare, training, exercises, and rehearsals 
serve as necessary proxies for operational experience. Six (6) participants had been involved in 
exercises and rehearsals with interagency partners throughout their National Guard careers. 
These influenced personal effectiveness through the establishment of professional relationships 
with civilian emergency managers and members of the response community, along with an 
understanding of how disaster response works in their respective state. Although one participant 
declared that “nothing takes away from experience,” they also noted that “hopefully we don’t 
have to experience it on a live level,” and can instead gain experience through exercises and 
rehearsals. Another stated that interagency disaster response exercises provided him “the 
experience of responding to . . . a lot of injects   and a lot of moving parts,” as well as a venue to 
develop relationships with interagency partners and to get to know subordinate commanders.”  

Although military training and education is designed primarily to prepare military leaders for 
contexts other than DOMOPS, participants discussed how they could apply the knowledge and 
skills to a civil support context. All seven (7) participants used military terminology and doctrinal 
concepts normally associated with overseas operations during the interviews. One noted that 
“the actual execution is different when you’re overseas deployed,” the use of standard operating 
procedures and reporting requirements “mirrored a lot of what we did overseas,” and that 
“conceptually that process works the same.” Another participant provided a specific example of 
how his organization adopted the phase line concept from warfighting operations to track storms.

Proposition 9: Senior military leaders can identify specific contributions to their confidence 
to lead and willingness to do so in relation to highly complex disaster responses. All seven (7) 
participants identified operational experience as most important in building both effectiveness 
and confidence, although training and education were also discussed. As one participant 
concluded: “at whatever level somebody might find themselves, if we have confidence in 
our abilities and the training and experiences, we should be fine.” Along with individual 
experience, two (2) participants also discussed the importance of the collective experience of 
the organization as contributing to their personal confidence. One participant remarked that 
he “went into [the storm response] with a . . . fair amount of confidence in the ability of the 
National Guard to respond to a disaster.” 

Research Questions
Research question 1: What makes the task of senior military leadership during highly complex 
civil support operations different from leadership in other military contexts? 
Data from this study indicate that contextual differences between civil support and other 
military operations are rooted in the fundamental principle that civilian leaders are in charge, 

along with the political dynamics and media and public scrutiny inherent with operating in 
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the Homeland. Military activity in American communities is in itself novel – U.S. citizens are 
not accustomed to seeing soldiers patrolling their streets – and the presence of news media 
and omnipresent social media create a level of media and public scrutiny uncommon in other 
military contexts, which  compels commanders to take greater care in everything they say, write, 
or do. These three characteristics, as illustrated in Figure 4, result in a context that generates 
unique requirements for senior military leadership in domestic operations. 

Figure 4 – The Domestic Operations Context

During civil support operations, military leaders adapt many of the processes, tools and 
products that support sense-making and decision-making used in warfighting and taught in 
professional military education courses. Standard operating procedures (SOPs), reporting 
formats, and operational terminology can also be applied, in modified forms, to DOMOPS. 
Command of military forces remains within military channels, and wartime staff structures 
remain generally in place. However, during DOMOPs, most military organizations operate within 
a continuum of maintaining total tactical control and ceding it to civilian responders, using 
normal military command structures to maintain unity of command to respond to unanticipated 
conditions, new missions, or emerging requests from civilian leaders. 

Data from participants indicate the importance of establishing relationships with external partners 
and utilizing local knowledge in civil-support operations. Relationships that facilitate unity of 
effort are largely set prior to the incident with leaders of external partner organizations through 
consistent, frequent interaction. These are critical for establishing trust and for understanding 
partner needs. Although pre-established relationships are optimal, data from this study indicate 
that they can also be developed quickly with deliberate, focused effort. Local knowledge fills 
gaps and provides pragmatic insights. When combined with expert knowledge, it creates better 
understanding of the challenges being faced and the options to deal with them.86 As with 
relationships, local knowledge is normally developed through long-term involvement in response 
exercises, training, and operations but when necessary can also be leveraged from others. 
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Finally, data suggest that senior leaders should seek to portray and model a less directive 
and unidirectional leadership style than in other contexts, especially when collaborating with 
external partners. The proliferation of news media and omnipresent social media also imply that 
military leaders must be more circumspect and prudent in public statements as well as in oral 
and written communications. 

Research question 2: What career experiences contribute to the development of the ability of 
senior military leaders to exercise judgment during highly complex civil-support operations? 
As depicted in Figure 5, data from this study suggest that DOMOPS education, general military 
education and experience, and DOMOPS operational experience, training, and exercises are all 
essential contributors to the ability of senior military leaders to  exercise judgment effectively 
during highly complex civil-support operations. 

DOMOPS education provides an orientation to legal, fiscal, and regulatory guidance and 
authorities, providing the requisite technical knowledge to manage information and handle 
reporting requirements properly. Understanding authorities and reporting requirements also 
supports unity of effort by providing regulatory parameters for sharing control. Professional 
discussion of past disaster responses informs adaptation of military concepts to DOMOPS and 
leadership style. 

Figure 5 – Sources of Developmental Experience

Although designed primarily to prepare military leaders for contexts other than DOMOPS, 
military training and education contribute foundationally to senior leader judgment during 
highly complex civil-support operations. Familiarity with standard military operational concepts 
provides baseline knowledge with which to adapt them to domestic use. Stress inoculation 
provided through military training and operational experience can support leveraging 
relationships and portraying an optimal crisis leadership style. 
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Data from this study suggest that by performing in multiple assignments at increasingly 
higher echelons, military leaders gain experience in applying military operational concepts 
to DOMOPS, initiating relationships, and building local knowledge. But since major disasters 
are very rare, DOMOPS training and exercises serve as necessary proxies for operational 
experience. Exercises also expose participants to their expected roles and duties and provide 
a means to foster relationships and  build familiarity with state and local emergency response 
agencies’ plans and processes.

Exploratory Theoretical Frameworks
Through integration of the study data and reviewed literature, I will now offer exploratory 
theoretical frameworks for each research question to inform current practice as well as future 
research. Together, these models illustrate how the DOMOPS operational context generates the 
requirement for senior military leaders to develop competencies for highly complex disaster 
responses, and how these competencies may be developed.

Theoretical Framework 1: Key Competencies
for Senior Military Leadership in DOMOPS
These key aspects of the DOMOPS environment, combined with the forces87 of a crisis-disaster 
generate the need for senior military officers to possess seven (7) key competencies. Six of these 
– Modifying Military Concepts to DOMOPS, Fostering Unity of Effort, Leveraging Relationships, 
Integrating Local Knowledge, Maintaining Mission Focus, and Adjusting Leadership Style – 
are essential for supporting the seventh and central crisis-disaster leadership competency – 
Responding to Novelty. Although these bear similarities to “generic” technical and interpersonal 
competencies for military leaders at the strategic level,88 the intent is to apply more granularity 
to context. Figure 6   portrays this theoretical model graphically.

Senior military leaders modify military concepts to the domestic operations context by 
synthesizing their conventional military knowledge with their DOMOPS training and experience 
to adapt the processes, tools, and products used in warfighting for use in the Homeland. Data 
from this study indicate that proficiency in operational art as practiced in combat operations 
and knowledge of the DOMOPS context are both essential contributors to this competency – 
each inform the other. Conventional military operational concepts are a departure point but 
must be adapted to the more restrictive domestic environment.89 Moreover, some terminology 
common in military operations against enemy forces overseas is inappropriate for domestic use 
and must be modified. 
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Figure 6 – Theoretical Model – Research Question 1

Mission focus ensures that tasks and commander’s intent are understood throughout the 
military organization. This supports unity of effort by avoiding gaps and duplication of effort. 
Additionally, negotiating a mission set with unified action partners can mitigate operational risk 
by assigning military forces to perform tasks for which they are best suited. 

Unity of command, one of the principles of war in U.S. joint military doctrine,90 is paramount for 
operations overseas, but in the Homeland, with civilians in charge and the military one of many 
unified action partners, fostering unity of effort is of at least equal importance. To foster unity 
of effort, military leaders operate within a continuum of maintaining total tactical control and 
ceding it to civilian responders, using normal military command structures to maintain unity of 
command to respond to unanticipated conditions, new missions, or emerging requests from 
civilian leaders. Risks associated with sharing control can be mitigated through well-defined 
missions, managing expectations during planning, and framing guidance to allow commanders 
on the ground to use disciplined initiative.

Leaders utilize their knowledge of geographic, political, economic, and social nuances, along 
with working knowledge of local and state disaster response plans and capabilities (4) to fill gaps 
and provide pragmatic insights on how best to tailor military operations for a particular state, 
region, or community.  In a DOMOPS context, local knowledge is normally developed through 
long-term involvement in a particular state or region. However, when operating outside their 
home area, mindful leaders can leverage the local knowledge of others.

Relationships that facilitate unity of effort are critical for establishing trust and for 
understanding partner needs. These relationships are established through consistent, frequent 
interaction. Although pre-established relationships are optimal, they can be developed quickly 
with deliberate, focused effort.
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Data from this study suggest that while operating in a domestic context, senior military leaders 
seek to portray and model a less directive and unidirectional leadership style than in other 
contexts, especially when collaborating with external partners. The proliferation of news media 
and omnipresent social media also imply that military leaders must be more circumspect and 
prudent in public statements as well as in oral and written communications.

Responding to novelty is the seminal competency for senior leadership in crisis-disasters. The 
ability to communicate, maintain, and articulate situational awareness through a common 
operating picture is critical to sense-making, and this study identifies situational awareness 
as a key factor in reducing cognitive stress. Purposeful framing of guidance and orders to 
allow subordinate commanders to exercise initiative supports sense-making and decision-
making processes that facilitate innovation and reacting to dynamic circumstances. Tools and 
techniques adapted from overseas operations can also assist decision makers in responding to 
novelty. Senior military leaders take various actions to “add leadership” to help organizations 
and individual leaders regain equilibrium. Examples include providing perspective and 
reassurance based on their experiences in other disasters, tactful coaching and mentoring, 
and detailing military leaders to assist civilian emergency management personnel in getting 
organized. While some situations call for adaptation of existing processes, others require leaders 
to take actions outside of established rules and norms.

Framework #2: Developing Military Leader 
Competencies for DOMOPS 
DOMOPS education, general military education and experience, and DOMOPS operations 
experience, training, and exercises are essential contributors to the ability of senior military 
leaders to  exercise judgment effectively during highly complex civil support operations. These 
are arrayed in the theoretical model in Figure 7 to suggest how critical outcomes of these 
contributors undergird  the six supporting competencies offered under Research Question 1. In 
turn, these supporting competencies reinforce the central competency – Responding to Novelty.

DOMOPS education provides an orientation to legal, fiscal, and regulatory guidance and 
authorities, enabling senior military leaders to  adapt operational concepts effectively by providing 
the requisite technical knowledge to manage information and handle reporting requirements 
properly. Understanding authorities and reporting requirements also supports unity of effort 
by providing regulatory parameters for sharing control. Professional discussion of past disaster 
responses informs adaptation of military concepts to DOMOPS and leadership style. 
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Figure 7 – Theoretical Model – Research Question 2

Although designed primarily to prepare military leaders for contexts other than DOMOPS, 
military training and education contribute foundationally to senior leader judgment and 
decision making. Experienced leaders can make adjustments based on context and or time 
constraints to facilitate rapid, intuitive action, and foster unity of effort by mitigating conflict 
as well as risk in sharing control. Stress inoculation provided through military training and 
operational experience can support leveraging relationships and portraying an optimal crisis 
leadership style. 

Through experience in multiple assignments and increasingly higher echelons, military leaders 
gain experience in applying military operational concepts to DOMOPS, initiating relationships, 
and building local knowledge. But since major disasters are rare, DOMOPS training and exercises 
serve as necessary proxies for operational experience and expose participants to their expected 
roles and duties and provide a means to foster relationships. Familiarity with standard military 
operational concepts provides baseline knowledge with which to adapt them to domestic 
use. This expertise supports unity of effort and mission focus through mission assignments 
suitable for military forces. Local knowledge can assist leaders in adapting their leadership 
style, in building relationships to foster unity of effort, and in leveraging relationships. DOMOPS 
experience, especially through assignments at multiple echelons and varying responsibilities, 
results in familiarity with state and local emergency response agencies’ plans and processes, 
while also providing insights as to how leaders might need to adjust their leadership style. 
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Conclusion
The study described in this article contributes to the understanding of senior military leadership 
in DOMOPS by proposing theoretical models with which to explore the nature of this leadership 
and how it can be developed. Some implications may be exclusively applicable to senior National 
Guard and other DOD senior leaders and policymakers. Others, especially those related to 
concepts such as leadership style, local knowledge, and relationships, may be theoretically valid to 
leaders of civilian emergency management and other organizations involved in disaster response.

For senior military leaders and policymakers, this study highlights the importance of both 
DOMOPS and general military experience, training, and education as injects for leader 
development. It also suggests that DOMOPS leader competencies are optimally grown over an 
entire career through diverse responsibilities at multiple hierarchies. However, findings also 
indicate that professional collaborative relationships and local knowledge can be expediently 
gained or leveraged if necessary. Findings also emphasize the importance of exercises and 
rehearsals as necessary proxies for actual large-scale responses.

Dialogue with peers and colleagues concerning the findings for this study has generated several 
additional suggestions for future research. These include assessing the effectiveness of cultural 
orientations of military personnel prior to deploying into an affected area to mitigate the lack 
of local knowledge; identifying ways to prepare military leaders to navigate political issues 
and media engagements; improving situational awareness and knowledge management; and 
examining the relationships between complexity and leader flexibility. It has been suggested 
that additional study concerning the concept of unity of effort and how it is perceived by the 
civilian emergency management enterprise is also warranted.

The current version of the NRF notes the existence of  complex supply chains and increasing 
interdependence of systems vital to sustaining the lives and livelihoods of Americans. This 
suggests that civil-support operations will become increasingly complex, involving greater 
numbers and varieties of organizations as part of the response. 91  Political realities will also 
affect how various organizations work with military leaders and vice versa. American citizens, 
through media and social media, will have a front-row seat and even a participatory role in the 
drama. Because of these considerations, senior military leaders will be required to draw on the 
full depth and width of their experiences and education to develop new competencies to  lead 
civil-support operations effectively and confidently to protect American values, reduce human 
suffering, and save lives. 
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Appendix A: Interview Questions
• How many total years of military service did you have at the time of the operation?  
• How much time had you spent with the organization you led during the response?
• What was your military rank at the time of the response?
•  How much exposure did you have with civil support operations and planning prior to the 

actual response?
•  Prior to this mission, what type of experience did you have in domestic operations or  

disaster response? 
•  How did this experience affect the way you approached your job as a senior military officer 

during this response?
•  How would you describe the stage or stages of the military response at the time you served in 

a leadership role?
• How long were you involved in the response operation?
• Were you serving as a dual-status commander?
•  How would you describe, from your own experiences, the idea of simultaneously exercising 

unity of command over your own organization, while facilitating unity of effort with partners? 
•  How would you describe the geographical area of responsibility your organization had during 

the response?
•  What factors or aspects of the disaster affected the ability of you and those you collaborated 

with to understand what was happening and your ability to make decisions? 
•  What was different about the sense-making and decision-making process during this disaster 

response from most other leadership situations you've  encountered? 
•  Can you describe any situations during the disaster response in which you, and perhaps other 

leaders and members of the organization were overwhelmed by aspects of the disaster to the 
point that the ability to make sense seemed to collapse? In response, what actions did you 
take as a leader?

• What actions did others take that stand out to you now?
• How did the organization ultimately collect itself and move on?

•  Can you describe any decisions or choices you made, either individually or in collaboration 
with others, that you would have considered ill-advised or too unconventional during normal 
circumstances? 

• What were the primary factors that led you to this decision?
• Why did you believe this was necessary?
•  What were the reactions from within the organization or with outside stakeholders to this?

•  What experiences, traits, training, or skills do you believe contributed to your leadership 
performance as well as your willingness and confidence to lead during the disaster response?

• Before we finish, is there anything else you would like to add? 
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